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Turning Notes into Music is a most practical and useful guide. It stimulates one's thinkingâ€•so that new discoveries are
continuously being made. It stimulates one's thinkingâ€•so that new discoveries are continuously being made.

The hard truth is that no such program exists at present. Music is very complex, and analyzing it to get pitches
and rhythms correct is a pretty amazing technical feat. Your brain is pretty good at such a task, but creating
software to do this job is extremely difficult, if not impossible. Various instruments playing notes of different
duration and pitch at the same time are delightful to listen to, but very difficult technically to separate into
their individual instruments, pitches, and durations in an audio file. Nearly all of the song books that you can
purchase were done by musicians who painstakingly listened to an original recording, and transcribed each
note by hand using some tool to slow down the recording enough to distinguish note pitches and timings. One
very quick and easy solution for getting sheet music for songs You can use existing MIDI files and have them
transcribed to sheet music. Many musicians have put a lot of effort into creating high-quality MIDI files.
These files can be used in Musician and Composer to create sheet music that you or your group can use for
personal enjoyment or performance. You can use your favorite search engine and use it to look up "MIDI" and
the name of the song you would like to find. Techniques such as vibrato or slides often cause the programs to
make mistakes in determining pitches and rhythms. When attempting to analyze music where multiple notes
are being played at the same time by multiple instruments i. And experts are saying that the problem is nearly
impossible to solve for MP3 and WAV files with multiple instrument polyphonic sound, such as a voice with
guitar, a rock band, or orchestra. How can you get sheet music for the other songs on your CD or in your MP3
library? You can do exactly what professional transcribers have been doing for years - slow down the music,
and write out the transcription yourself. Only now there are programs that will help you do this task much
faster and easier than ever before. The keys to creating a good transcription to sheet music: This knowledge
will save you much time when creating your transcriptions. Figure out the structure of the song - Having the
framework on which to "hang" the notes will be very helpful for understanding, and hence transcribing, the
way the notes fit together within the song. Determine what kind of rhythm the song has eg. Use a good
notation program - Notation Composer is favored by musicians of all levels as being comprehensive, yet
flexible and easy to use. Composer allows you to enter notes manually, or you can "play in" record via MIDI
instrument the notes, and then listen to them compared to your original recording. You can easily adjust
pitches and timing to give a faithful transcription of your song. Slow down the song - Use a tool that will slow
down the song without changing the pitch. Various software tools are available for this aspect of transcribing a
song you can use your favorite search engine to find ones that interest you. They have various features that are
helpful, such as: You can then move on to other prominent parts, such as a bass line, or particular riffs. Enter
these into your notation program first, and then build around them. After you have the melody and other
prominent parts, you can work on the harmonies. This will probably be the more difficult aspect of your
transcription, and one where being familiar with the style will help immensely. Knowing the melody and the
bass line will also help, as these notes usually provide the frame of reference for the chords that other
instruments or fingers on the same instrument are playing. Using Notation Composer , your ears, and a "slow
down" audio tool even Windows Media Player does this, and is on all Windows machines can help you get
excellent sheet music for any song you want. You can try out Composer free for 30 days, and see how easy it
can be to transcribe or create your own sheet music.
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Chapter 2 : Turning Notes Into Stone - A Basic Guide To Transposing
Organized into nine chapters, each focused on a single area of interpretation, Turning Notes into Music presents
musicians with a comprehensive, illustrated guide to the interpretative problems that they must address while preparing
a piece of music for performance. Bibliography.

By Jae Allen ; Updated September 15, Things Needed Pencil Manuscript paper Composing music can be easy
or difficult, but often a helpful starting point is to limit your options and compose within strict parameters.
Using a single word and turning it into music narrows your options in terms of material the word and also
instrumentation, as the word will have to be spoken or sung by a person. Through the years, many pieces of
music or sections of songs have been based on a single wordâ€”an example would be the chorus to "Why" by
Scottish singer Annie Lennox. Here the word "why" is repeated melodically over a changing chord sequence.
There are many ways to turn a word into musicâ€”use your imagination and have fun. Decide whether the
word will be sung to a pitch or several pitches , or whether it will be spoken in an unpitched style. When
people speak or rap, these are unpitched notes. Write down the pitches of the notes you want to use on the
musical stave of your manuscript paper. Represent this sound with an "x" instead of a conventional note head
on the stave if the notes are to be unpitched. Write the word underneath the pitch, pitches or unpitched note it
will be sung with. Make sure that each syllable of the word is lined up directly underneath the note you want it
sung with, and if the word is to be repeated, write in these repetitions. Decide how long each note will be held
for, with regard to the beat or pulse of the music. This will determine the rhythm value of each note. Draw
each note according to the rhythm you want it to be sung or spoken in. Add extra elements if you wish.
Change the musical dynamic of your composition by singing or speaking it strongly or softly, or by
transitioning from strong to soft. Add accompanying instruments to the spoken or sung part that you have
written. Add extra singers or speakers to create harmony if different pitches are used. Add rhythmic
counterpoint if the singers are not in unison. Tip For words containing the letters between A and G, music can
be created by using each letter of the word to correlate to a musical pitch. For example, the word "face" could
be translated into music by using the pitched notes F, A, C and E in order. References My Music Theory:
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Turning Notes into Music presents musicians with a comprehensive, illustrated guide to the interpretative problems that
they must address while preparing a piece of music for performance.

This will occur a lot if you hang out with pianists and horn players. The guitar has a natural disinclination
towards keys that contain flats. But a lot of keyboard music is in Bb, Eb and Ab. Of course, you realize that
this means we need to bring back one of our old friends: They are intended solely for private study,
scholarship or research. You may not know it, but each time you use a capo on your guitar, you are
transposing the key of that particular song. First off, though, we need to big surprise here think about
something, namely which keys do we feel most comfortable playing? Speaking strictly for myself, there are
times when I could do without the A, E and B. I am very comfortable in the keys of C and G and D. Now you
may think that this is a simplistic way of looking at things but this is precisely the point. Yes, you should learn
to play all these chords each and every chord, for that matter but not knowing them or not playing them well
should not keep you from the enjoyment of playing a song. The actual act of transposing is as easy as do, re,
mi. Did I lose you on that one? It turns out to be 50 by Lennon and McCartney. I look in the table of contents
and see that Nowhere Man is one of the songs that I can learn how to play and I get very excited because I
really like that song a lot and I flip to the appropriate page and my heart does a nosedive. The damn song is in
Eb! How do I figure out what I do want to play? Well, I want to point out some things first. This is part of my
own personal thought process and may not mean much to you at this point, but I think going over this now
will be helpful. Whenever possible, try to transpose down to a lower key. Yes, you will eventually find
yourself able to do this in your head, but it is important to take things step by step when you are learning
something. So the first thing we do is figure out where we are. Okay, so immediately below my listing of Eb
Major chords, I will write out my D Major chords, like so: You can do this process in one of two ways â€”
you can simply write out the primary and secondary chords because you already know what they are or you
can look at your Eb chords and then lower it a half step. All of you have no doubt as to what I am going to do
next, right? Wherever I see an Eb in the music, I will put a D in its place. A replaces Bb, G is substituted for
Ab and so on. All you have to do is put your capo on the first fret and voila! You are now both playing in Eb.
That is all that it takes. Since you have transposed the song down a half step, you simply use your capo to raise
the chords up that same half step. You are playing your D Major chords but what you hear are Eb Major
chords. And even though most of the keys that you encounter do seem to offer you the instant satisfaction of
simply transposing them down a half step Bb becomes A, Ab becomes G, F becomes E, etc. It is a
wonderfully soulful ballad that can be a showcase for a solo performer as well as an ensemble piece. It is
written in Bb and my first inclination was to transpose it down to A and then play it with my capo on the
second fret. But I was not at all happy with the results. In G, though, I have no trouble at all with this. So I set
about re-transposing the song into the key of G. Here are the chord transpositions for all three keys: This is
why I told you about writing things out. When you are transposing the only thing that you are transposing is
the root. Since Am is the key of G equivalent for Cm in this case, you can trust your logic and know that A7
will be the substitute for the original C7. Transposing to this key also provided me with a bonus. And it goes
without saying that playing this in G means I should put my capo on the third fret. Often it can be a matter of
chord voicing, of the sounds you want to hear from your guitar. This, converted to A capo on the third fret will
become: Being able to play this with a lot of open strings in the bass gives the song more resonance in the
lower tones and contributes greatly to the overall feel of the song. Sometimes you want to bring out the
midrange or the higher end of a song. Transposition will help you with this as well. So we looked at the
chords: The trouble here is that we are used to hearing this song with the mandolin that stands out so strongly
in the mix. So after talking out the various options open to use we settled on transposing the song to Em and
putting a capo on the fifth fret in order to get this: These chord voicings sound much closer to the original
recording and make the song sound better to the solo guitarist trying to play it by his or herself. Of course, if
you had two guitarists, each of you could play it one in A minor and one in E minor and give it a lot of depth.
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The bottom line is that knowing how to transpose will create all sorts of opportunities for you as a guitarist.
Songs that you might have avoided because of hard-to-play key signatures will now be yours to enjoy.
Likewise with songs out of your vocal range. Or you can use your newly found ability to come up with some
interesting arrangements. I try to encourage my students to try their hand at transposing, particularly relatively
easy songs. At the very least it allows them to use theory in a practical way that they can appreciate. If you
happen to be fortunate to play with other musicians on a regular basis, I would suggest that you incorporate
this technique into these sessions. Transposition is a simply way to inject new life into your playing. You can
either drop off a note at the Guitar Forums or email me directly at dhodgeguitar aol. Until next weekâ€¦ Peace
If you would like to comment on this or anything else you have seen on Guitar Noise, head over to our
Facebook page or message us on Twitter. And if you liked this lesson, sign up for the Guitar Noise newsletter.
Updates, lessons, tips and answers to your questions delivered straight to your inbox. Also consider joining us
for friendly discussion on the forums. David Hodge Since joining Guitar Noise in , David has written over a
thousand articles, lessons, interviews and reviews here. Featured on Guitar Noise.
Chapter 4 : Notation Software - Converting Audio, CD and mp3 files to Sheet Music
Bengt Lidgard, CEO of Doremir Music, says he isn't surprised, as music is a universal language. ScoreCleaner Notes is
"capturing the creativity of people," he tells Inc., "compared to the tedious.

Chapter 5 : How do I Convert a Word Into Music? | Our Pastimes
Music Nonfiction By enabling performers to grasp the fundamentals of interpretation, this work allows them to satisfy the
requirements of the music and follow their artistic impulse simultaneously. It outlines the steps that transform a literal
rendition ("playing the notes") into a musical and convincing performance.

Chapter 6 : Turning The Deep Note Into A Game | Hackaday
Various instruments playing notes of different duration and pitch at the same time are delightful to listen to, but very
difficult technically to separate into their individual instruments, pitches, and durations in an audio file.

Chapter 7 : Tab Converter- calendrierdelascience.com
The Most Intelligent Music Notation Software. ScoreCloud instantly turns your songs into sheet music. As simple as that!
Instant Score from MIDI or Audio.

Chapter 8 : [Newbie Question] How do I turn a single note into a chord? (Playing by ear) : piano
Turn Your Musical Plans and Ideas into Sheet Music: Notation Software Makes It Easy Audio Recording, Drums,
Featured Article Sidebar, Guitar March 27, November 5, Making Music The best music writing programs are
user-friendly and include comprehensive notation, editing, and input/output features.

Chapter 9 : Hans Lampl: Turning Notes Into Music (ePUB) - ebook download - english
Converting MP3 files to sheet music can be done inexpensively with the help of three separate freeware programs. First,
you'll convert your MP3 into a WAV file, then you'll convert that WAV file into a MIDI file and finally you'll convert that
MIDI file into printable sheet music.
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